First Yell Practice Scheduled For 10:30 Tonight

Field Day Set Saturday For Air Force Fresher

Prominent Speakers Accept SCONA Bids

By DALE FOSTER  
Battalion Special Writer  

In another first, for A&M, which dispelled the Aggie jog long past with every one and "first" gained on the turf, First and Second Wings will hold at Air Force Air Field Day for freshmen Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. during Duncan Dining Hall.

Actually, the entire event will mark the debut of this year's drum and bugle band and the introduction of their new cadet leader, John A. Adams Jr., a junior member of the Corps, who has already been polished a half dozen times by energetic groups of civilians and Corps members since the start of school.

SULLY SPARKLES AGAIN

Lawrence Sullivan Brown gets a J-bug thingie as well as a new lot of clothes in freshmen from Squadron 4 complete a gollin polish rhythm on the statue of the former A&M cadet. One of the prominent "recruiters" of the class has already been picked half a dozen times by三星战士 soldiers and Corps members since the start of school.

Band Preparation Continues For Oct. 12 Marching Debut

Texas A&M Band preparation for its first 1968-69 public appearance will pick up with a full drill this evening in front of the Pistol Line. At 7:30 p.m. the Aggie Corps will drill in full strength with the addition of four members of the combined Band Commander's staff for the first time ever. The four, who were added early and had a week to prepare for their respective units, will be: Seated, Larry Graviss, Corps Operations Officer. "It is in preparation for a possible A&M Band Concert with participating units, next year. Other events during the halftime of the Texas A&M vs. Texas Tech football game will be during the halftime of the game. Dirt will be removed from the Pistol Line to allow for a more professional appearance, and the Pistol Line will be cleaner and more professional looking. The Pistol Line will be cleaned and made more professional looking. The Pistol Line will be cleaner and more professional looking.

Kevin Lightfoot, me.